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ABSTRACT
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19), is associated with 
a bewildering array of cardiovascular manifestations, including myocardial infarction 
and stroke, myocarditis and heart failure, atrial and ventricular arrhythmias, venous 
thromboembolism, and microvascular disease. Accumulating evidence indicates that 
a profound disturbance of endothelial homeostasis contributes to these conditions. 
Furthermore, the pulmonary infiltration and edema, and later pulmonary fibrosis, in 
patients with COVID-19 is promoted by endothelial alterations including the expression 
of endothelial adhesion molecules and chemokines, increased intercellular permeability, 
and endothelial-to-mesenchyme transitions. The cognitive disturbance occurring in this 
disease may also be due in part to an impairment of the blood-brain barrier. Venous 
thrombosis and pulmonary thromboembolism are most likely associated with an 
endothelial defect caused by circulating inflammatory cytokines and/or direct endothelial 
invasion by the virus. Endothelial-targeted therapies such as statins, nitric oxide donors, 
and antioxidants may be useful therapeutic adjuncts in COVID-19 by restoring endothelial 
homeostasis.
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INTRODUCTION

The endothelium is a diaphanous film of tissue that 
invests the luminal surface of all blood vessels with a 
nonthrombogenic lining. The endothelium is critically 
important in vascular patency and homeostasis. It 
generates factors that prevent platelet adherence 
and aggregation, suppresses leukocyte adhesion and 
infiltration, relaxes the vascular smooth muscle to 
permit the smooth flow of blood, and inhibits abnormal 
growth of vascular cells to prevent intimal and medial 
hyperplasia. The healthy endothelium also governs the 
exchange of gases, nutrients, fluids, and metabolites 
into organs and tissues. Thus, a healthy endothelium is 
critical for normal cardiovascular structure and function. 
Viral impairment of endothelial function has been noted 
in multiple acute viral diseases, including coronavirus 
disease 19 (COVID-19, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus). 
This endothelial disruption could cause or contribute to a 
number of cardiovascular disorders involving thrombosis, 
inflammation, altered vascular permeability, contractility, 
and proliferation.

A ROLE FOR ENDOTHELIOPATHY 
IN ACUTE CARDIOVASCULAR  
EVENTS

Accumulating evidence indicates that the cardiovascular 
manifestations of COVID-19 are likely due to a 
profound endothelial alteration secondary to circulating 
inflammatory cytokines and/or direct viral invasion of 
the endothelium1-4 as well as infection of supporting 
cells (eg, pericytes).5,6 Viral inclusion bodies have been 
observed by electron microscopy in tissues from patients 
succumbing to SARS-CoV-2, and circulating inflammatory 
factors in infected patients cause systemic impairment 
of endothelial function.7,8 A viral induction of endothelial 
pathology would be expected to underlie many of the 
cardiovascular manifestations of COVID-19. Indeed, 
endothelial dysfunction is a known independent risk factor 
for heart attack and stroke. All known risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease (eg, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
hypercholesterolemia) cause endothelial dysfunction long 
before there is any histopathological evidence of vascular 
disease.9-11 Genetic induction of endothelial dysfunction 
(as with endothelial nitric oxide synthase knockout mice) 
accelerates vascular disease.12-13

The hypothesis that an endotheliopathy underlies 
COVID-19 is supported by prior observations that other viral 

illnesses can induce endothelial dysfunction, and these 
viral illnesses are associated with later cardiovascular 
disease.14-21 For example, prior infection with influenza 
is known to be associated with cardiovascular disease. 
In this regard, it is notable that post-mortem tissues 
from patients succumbing to influenza or COVID-19 
show greater endothelial damage from SARS-CoV-2 
infection than with H1N1 infection.22 Of concern, we 
have shown that viral activation of cell-autonomous 
innate immune activation induces epigenetic alterations 
that facilitate nuclear reprogramming to a different cell 
phenotype or lineage,23-27 with a loss of normal cellular 
functions that maintain homeostasis. As discussed 
below, such epigenetic changes may have long-term 
effects and contribute to post-COVID syndrome and later 
cardiovascular disease.

The endotheliopathy induced by COVID-19 contributes 
to a hyperinflammatory response and hypercoagulability 
(Figure 1). Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on the 
endothelium can sense pathogen-associated molecular 
patterns presented by the virus as well as damage-
associated molecular patterns generated by damaged 
cells. Activation of these endothelial PRRs stimulates 
an inflammatory response that causes loss of the 
normal vasodilatory factors such as nitric oxide (NO) and 
prostacyclin. Loss of these factors also facilitates platelet 
and leukocyte adhesion. Interaction of blood elements 
with the vessel wall is aggravated by the expression 
of endothelial adhesion molecules, chemokines, 
and inflammatory cytokines that precipitate a local 
inflammatory response. This acute endotheliopathy and 
cardiovascular injury is expected to be more severe in older 
individuals with preexisting endothelial dysfunction and 
cardiovascular disease.28-30 The increasing impairment of 
endothelial function with age contributes to the increased 
vulnerability of the elderly to SARS-CoV-2.

Depending on which vascular circulation is affected, 
the endothelial disturbance created by viral invasion 
and circulating cytokines could promote pulmonary 
inflammation and edema, microvascular inflammation 
and myocarditis, coronary thrombosis and myocardial 
infarction, carotid artery thrombosis and stroke, peripheral 
microvascular occlusion manifesting as local tissue 
ischemia and inflammation (eg, “COVID toes”), and venous 
thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. In addition to 
precipitating acute cardiovascular events, dysfunction of 
the cerebrovascular endothelium could cause or contribute 
to cognitive impairment.31 Notably, cardiovascular 
manifestations of COVID-19 can occur in the absence of 
respiratory symptoms.28

https://doi.org/10.14797/mdcvj.1044
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VENOUS THROMBOSIS AS A 
CONSEQUENCE OF COVID-19 
ENDOTHELIOPATHY

Because the other acute cardiovascular manifestations 
of COVID-19 are discussed elsewhere in this issue, we 
highlight here the venous thrombosis that may occur in 
COVID-19.

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) and its consequences 
(venous thromboembolism, or VTE) contributes to 
100,000 deaths annually in the US.32 In contrast to arterial 
thrombosis, DVT research has received less attention, 
prompting the American Surgeon General to issue a Call to 
Action in 2008 to stimulate DVT research.33 Fast forward to 
2020, DVT is now recognized as one of the life-threatening 
manifestations in patients with COVID-19 and a major 
determinant of mortality.34 A study of patients with severe 
COVID-19 in Wuhan, China, revealed that nearly 90% 
had lower-extremity DVT, and those with DVT had worse 
survival rates.34 Before the use of systemic anticoagulation 

in hospitalized COVID patients, the majority of those 
succumbing to SARS-CoV-2 had DVT, and it contributed to 
the demise of at least one-third of patients.35

Notably, COVID-19 is associated with endothelial 
activation and damage in several organs.6,36 SARS-CoV-2 
invades endothelial cells in an organoid culture,37 and 
its viral inclusion bodies are seen in endothelial cells at 
autopsy. Autopsy findings of COVID-19 patients have 
further revealed changes in endothelial cytoarchitecture 
and apoptosis as well as microthrombi and larger 
clots in the lungs, kidneys, and mesenteric vessels—all 
manifestations of the virus’ vasculotropic characteristics.6 
Endothelial dysfunction and venous thrombosis 
contribute to respiratory failure in COVID-19.38,39 These 
findings emphasize that endotheliopathy—and vascular 
thrombosis in particular—is a common aspect of severe 
COVID-19. Still understudied is the mechanism by which 
this occurs and how it might be best mitigated in ways 
that limit both short- and long-term consequences of this 
damage.

Figure 1 SARS-CoV-2 activates inflammatory signaling within endothelial cells (EC) that alters endothelial homeostasis and promotes 
inflammation, vascular permeability, and thrombosis. Epigenetic alterations contribute to the acute and chronic manifestations of COVID 
endotheliopathy. NOS: nitric oxide synthase; NO: nitric oxide; WBCs: white blood cells; RBCs: red blood cells; PAMP: pathogen-associated 
molecular patterns; DAMP: damage-associated molecular patterns; CVD: cardiovascular disease
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VIRCHOW’S TRIAD AND SARS-COV-2

The venous thrombosis observed in COVID-19 is due to 
the interaction of the three determinants of thrombosis 
(Virchow’s triad): vascular injury, stasis, and blood 
coagulability. In this case, the vascular injury is a viral-
induced endotheliopathy. The stasis in the limb veins is a 
consequence of the immobile hospitalized patient but also 
the complex hemodynamics in the vicinity of the valve 
cusps. The increased blood coagulability is associated with 
immune-mediated mechanisms generated during the 
response to the infection.40

There is an unmet need to understand the effects of 
the virus and/or blood-borne inflammatory cytokines on 
the endothelium, understand how these effects interact 
with the uniquely complex venous hemodynamics 
(mechanotransduction), and discover endothelium-
stabilizing strategies that may be cooperatively therapeutic 
with anticoagulants. There is a dearth of tools for 
investigating how these thrombi develop. Cell monolayer 
or simple organoid growth does not reproduce the key 
architecture that drives thrombosis. Most of these models 

forego inclusion of venous valves when it is well-known 
that DVT is primarily initiated at the site of venous valve 
pockets by endothelial disruption, blood stasis, and/
or hypercoagulable blood—the three factors known as 
Virchow’s triad.41,42

To understand the interactions of these elements 
of Virchow’s triad during COVID-19 infection, three 
organizations—including Texas A&M University, 
the Houston Methodist Research Institute, and 
Boston University—have teamed together to bring 
complementary expertise in vein-chip bioengineering and 
innovation (Jain), molecular and computational biology of 
endothelial function and cell fate (Cooke), and techniques 
to define host response to coronaviral infection (Connor). 
Springing from this multidisciplinary collaboration and 
an urgency to address the impact of COVID-19, our 
objective is to understand the determinants of SARS-
CoV-2–induced venous thrombosis; determine the roles of 
endothelial, hemodynamic, and humoral alterations; and 
propose therapeutic strategies. We intend to elucidate the 
mechanisms of COVID-19–associated venous thrombosis 
using our vein-on-a-chip (Figure 2).43 This vein chip is 

Figure 2 Infographic describing how the vein-chip will model endotheliopathy and thrombosis in COVID-19. Bottom fluorescence 
micrograph and scanning electron image taken from Rajeeva et al. Microengineered Human Vein-Chip Recreates Venous Valve 
Architecture and Its Contribution to Thrombosis. Small. 2020;16(49):2003401. doi: 10.1002/smll.202003401

https://doi.org/10.1002/smll.202003401
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an endothelialized device incorporating the structure 
and unique hemodynamics proximal and distal to the 
venous valve cusp. We have used this chip to determine 
the role of major determinants of venous thrombosis—
endothelium, hemodynamics, and blood components 
(Virchow’s triad).41,42 A salient feature of our technology is 
that it reveals differential endothelial phenotypes that are 
clinically observed but not mechanistically understood by 
other preclinical models.

The most common animal model of thrombosis is the 
mouse inferior vena cava model.44,45 Typically, venous 
thrombosis is induced chronically by inducing stasis or 
stenosis (with a ligature) or rapidly by an acute injury (eg, 
using chemical injury) of the inferior vena cava. While 
these models have decoded several key mechanisms that 
govern DVT, the lack of valve function (Figure 3, middle 
panel) and genetic differences with respect to humans 
can limit them in studying Virchow factors.43,46 Existing 
animal models of DVT are expensive and suboptimal in 
that they are not amenable to a reductionist approach.47 
In contrast, our vein-chip microfluidic cell culture platform 
offers a new in vitro tool for studying how endothelial 
cells, humoral substances, and hemodynamics interact 
to influence human vein diseases or respond to 
therapeutics.48,49 Using such blood-vessel chips, we have 
elucidated mechanisms of thromboinflammation and 
identified potential therapeutic approaches in areas where 
animal models have shown limitations.44,50-54 With this 
multidisciplinary team, together with federal funding and 
corporate collaboration, we intend to refine therapeutic 
strategies for preventing and treating virally-induced 
venous thrombosis.

POST COVID-19 CONDITION AND 
ENDOTHELIAL EPIGENETICS

Some individuals have persistent effects of SARS-CoV-2 
infection long after they are serologically negative for 
the virus and have converted to immunopositivity. In 
early October 2021, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) classified these “long haulers” as having “post 
COVID-19 condition,” with symptoms of physical fatigue, 
tachycardia, and dyspnea with little exertion as well 
as cognitive impairment that interferes with activities 
of daily life.55-57 According to the WHO, the symptoms 
typically initiate within 3 months after probable or 
confirmed SARS CoV-2 infection and last at least 2 
months. Although it is difficult to determine the exact 
number of patients who experience post COVID-19 
condition, data indicate that roughly 10% to 20% 
continue to experience symptoms after acute infection. 
By comparison, recovery from influenza is complete 
within 2 weeks in over 90% of cases. The symptoms of 
those with post COVID-19 condition could be explained 
in part by a severe and global endothelial dysfunction 
that impairs pulmonary, coronary, cerebral, and skeletal 
muscle microvasculature.

As described above, COVID-induced endotheliopathy 
likely participates in the acute manifestations of the disease 
since it would likely exacerbate the inflammatory state, 
prothrombotic state, and vascular permeability—each of 
which may contribute to the many disease manifestations. 
However, what is not known, and what has not been 
anticipated nor adequately discussed, is the likely effect 
of a persistent epigenetic alteration of the endothelium 

Figure 3 A section of vein-chip. Human vein-chip more accurately models human venous architecture, flow, and thrombosis. Taken 
from Rajeeva et al. Microengineered Human Vein-Chip Recreates Venous Valve Architecture and Its Contribution to Thrombosis. Small. 
2020;16:2003401. doi: 10.1002/smll.202003401. Image enlarged using Let’s Enhance.

https://doi.org/10.1002/smll.202003401
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(Figure 4). Specifically, epigenetic alterations in genes that 
regulate endothelial cell identity are likely responsible for 
the acute impairment or loss of normal endothelial function 
associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, the 
persistence of these epigenetic alterations would be 
expected to cause a chronic impairment in endothelial cell 
function that would cause or contribute to many of the 
symptoms of long COVID. Chronic impairment of endothelial 
function would be expected to accelerate atherosclerosis 
and increase the risk of later arterial occlusive disease in 
the coronary or cerebrovascular circulations.

Viral invasion of endothelial cells, or exposure to 
inflammatory cytokines, are triggering events that 
activate cell-autonomous innate immune signaling in 
endothelial cells, which in turn may diminish or erase 
epigenetic determinants of endothelial identity. In the 
short term, this postulated endotheliopathy would be 
expected to cause further inflammation, vasoconstriction, 
and coagulation. In the long term, a persistent epigenetic 

alteration will promote endothelial activation manifested 
by endothelial adhesion molecules and chemokines, which 
will aggravate vascular inflammation and progression of 
atherosclerosis and other vascular diseases. Furthermore, 
in some organs this attenuation of endothelial identity 
will also promote endothelial-to-mesenchyme transition, 
leading to rarefaction of the microvasculature and 
disseminated fibrosis in multiple organs. Thus, a loss of 
endothelial identity would be expected to (1) accelerate 
atherosclerosis manifested as coronary, cerebrovascular, 
and peripheral arterial disease; (2) cause excess morbidity 
and mortality from strokes, vascular dementia, myocardial 
infarction, and critical limb ischemia; (3) generate cardiac, 
pulmonary, and renal fibrosis, with impaired perfusion and 
function of these organs; (4) increase valvular and vascular 
calcification; (5) increase the prevalence of hypertension 
and chronic renal failure; and (6) cause a persistent 
abnormality of the cerebral microvasculature contributing 
to cognitive impairment.31

Figure 4 Pathways in endothelial cells (ECs) that contribute to epigenetic alterations and EC loss of function causing downstream 
cardiovascular disease. ACE2: angiotensin converting enzyme 2; DM: diabetes mellitus; TOB: tobacco exposure; DAMP: damage-associated 
molecular patterns; HC: hypercholesterolemia PRR: pattern recognition receptors; JAK/STAT: Janus kinase signal transducer and activator 
of transcription; NF-kB: nuclear factor kappa B; IRF-7: interferon regulatory factor 7; CAVD: calcific aortic valve disease; CRF: corticotropin-
releasing factor; HFPEF: heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; PAH/RVP: pulmonary arterial hypertension/right ventricular pressure; 
CAD/MI: coronary artery disease/myocardial infarction; CAV: cardiac allograft vasculopathy; PAD: peripheral arterial disease; HTN: 
hypertension

https://doi.org/10.14797/mdcvj.1044
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Notably, endotheliopathy related to a traumatic 
event can persist and accelerate cardiovascular disease. 
Longitudinal studies have shown that individuals who 
were born prematurely have endothelial dysfunction 
as children that persists into young adulthood and a 
greater risk of cardiovascular disease in adulthood.58,59 
These children have greater risk of infections in infancy 
and childhood,60 and this increase in infection exposure 
has been tied to later cardiovascular disease.61 Similarly, 
exposure to secondhand smoke in childhood is associated 
with increased risk of carotid plaque in adulthood.62 Recent 
studies reveal that activation of damage- and pathogen-
associated molecular patterns cause epigenetic changes 
that place a cell into a state of phenotypic fluidity.23-27 Of 
course, this phenomenon can be useful in defense against 
a pathogen or in response to injury. However, this same 
inflammatory signaling can facilitate a phenotypic switch 
to a deleterious phenotype, depending on the context.

The hopeful news is that, despite epigenetic alterations 
that may persist in the absence of countervailing forces, 
there are potential therapeutic approaches that may 
reverse the aberrant epigenetic markings and restore 
normal endothelial cell identity and function, thereby 
preventing cardiovascular disease. A comprehensive 
characterization of COVID-19–associated endotheliopathy, 
and an understanding of the mechanisms of acute and 
chronic endothelial alterations induced by SARS-CoV-2, 
will lead to an improved understanding of the many 
manifestations of COVID-19 and a refined management 
approach for this and other vasculotropic viral diseases.

KEY POINTS

• Endothelial homeostasis is critical for normal
cardiovascular structure and function.

• Inflammatory cytokines generated during SARS-
CoV-2 infection, and/or viral entry into endothelial
cells, cause vascular impairment resulting in vascular
inflammation, edema, and thrombosis.

• An endotheliopathy likely contributes to the pulmonary
and cardiovascular manifestations of COVID-19.

• Some of the unusual manifestations of COVID-19
including myocarditis, cognitive disturbance,
and “COVID toes” may be driven by endothelial
perturbation.

• Post COVID-19 condition may be due to a persisting
endothelial dysfunction.

• Endothelial-targeted therapies such as statins,
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin
receptor blockers, and nitric oxide donors may be useful
in this viral disorder.
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